Right Use of Life
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Mostly parts of man’s life spend in food, sleeping, fear and conjugal life,
We spends too much time and powers to fulfill physical needs,
Should we think that these deeds are only the aim of good life?
These deeds are done even by animals.
If man wanders in these limitations,
Then what is the difference between man and animals?
In this earth, the man is a superb creation of God,
So, man’s duties and responsibilities must high,
Who does not attention towards the great duties,
Certainly, he cannot get great pride of mankind.
The aim of life must establish happiness,
God gives abilities and powers to man,
So, man must use these abilities and powers for helping peoples,
And do something for their good and happy life.
No doubt, it is essential to do work for the physical needs,
But we must also attention that
After solving the problems of life,
Which powers and time remain,
That powers and time spend upon the goodness of world,
And to help the people.
Who attention too much on helping others,
Instead of selfishness,
We must understand that he is doing good use of life.
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